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The Official Guide to Graduate Nursing Schools contains fact-filled profiles on all 400
graduate-nursing programs throughout the country and includes information on tuition,
programs offered and financial aid.
For the past thirty years or so, wetlands have been at the forefront of developments in
understanding past cultural activity and associated landscapes. The exceptional
preservation afforded by waterlogged sites are paralleled only by those of comparable
extremes: frozen and arid contexts. Wetland sites then, can provide a wealth of
information that 'dryland' sites seldom can. But such preservation is not limited to
organic deposits, but also records the environmental conditions at the time, thereby
allowing for detailed reconstruction of the associated environment and landscape.
Between 1992 and 2000, a project based at the University of Hull undertook the
systematic investigation of over half a million hectares of land located primarily in the
catchment of the Humber Basin. In order to mark the successful completion of this, the
Humber Wetlands Project, the editors invited colleagues from all over the world to
contribute a series of chapters to this book. The aim was to outline the current state of
wetland cultural and palaeoenvironmental knowledge, and to provide multidisciplinary
insights into the methodological approaches and theoretical aspects of this important
area of study.
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Developed from the second Oxford Conference on Christian Faith and Economics held
in Oxford, England, in 1990, this book reproduces the Oxford Declaration itself and
eleven critical responses to what is being called the most important evangelical
declaration on the subject of Christian faith and economics in decades.
View our feature on Karen Chance's Embrace the Night. Cassandra Palmer may be the
world's chief clairvoyant, but she's still magically bound to a master vampire. Only an
ancient book called the Codex Merlini possesses the incantation to free Cassie-but
harnessing its limitless power could endanger the world... Read Karen Chance's posts
on the Penguin Blog.
Celebrate Diwali with this delightful baby board book that little ones will adore. The
bright and colorful images in this book are the perfect way to discover Diwali together.
From the shining diya lamps that gave the festival its name, to colorful flower
decorations, to sweet treats, Baby's First Diwali features all the familiar favorites
associated with India's biggest and brightest holiday. An ideal baby gift to develop early
learning, the simple pictures and sentences promote language skills, and the small,
padded format is perfect for babies to hold. Babies and toddlers will enjoy turning the
pages by themselves, helping to foster early reading development as well as fine motor
skills. Learn all about the amazing festival of light with your little one! Baby's First Diwali
perfectly captures the joy of this special celebration and is an ideal preschool learning
introduction to the traditions of the holiday.
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Recent developments in the global economy, such as the Greek budget crisis, have led
to new focus on the role of Europe, and in particular on the countries in Europe’s southeastern region. This new volume from a global set of contributors explores south-east
Europe’s present and future direction, placing it in the context of the history of the
region since the end of the Second World War. Through an exploration of Europe’s
cultural and political economy, this volume argues that the south-east part of Europe is
currently the most crucial component of Europe’s future development. The book charts
the post-World War Two ‘evolution’ of the continent, taking in such key turning points
as the 1971 breakdown of the fixed exchange rate system, the breakdown of the Soviet
Union in the 1990s, and the 2008 global financial collapse. In doing so, the book seeks
to explain why and how the current events in south-east Europe and the Eastern
Mediterranean can be seen as the weakest points in the wider capitalist system in
Europe, and how the issues faced by these regions can provide insight into a possible
re-design of European governance. Including a comprehensive editorial introduction,
this timely and important book is fully up to date with recent global events, including the
2011 Arab Spring, and provides context and comparison with the countries in the EU.
Social Security is changing. Medicare is changing. Medicaid is changing. Retirement
planning is changing. It is imperative in order to survive financially to understand these
confusing changes and make them work to your advantage. These issues particularly
affect baby boomers caring for aging parents or planning their own retirement and
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financial future. This book shows you what to expect, what these changes mean and
how to make these changes work to your advantage.Consumer finance expert and
nationally syndicated radio host Steve Weisman begins with a complete guide to your
retirement investment choices, from IRAs and 401Ks to the latest insurance products...
even new techniques, such as reverse mortgages. Drawing on his exceptional
expertise as a financial planner and attorney specializing in elder care issues, Weisman
presents insights you can't find elsewhere: simply, painlessly, and with welcome humor.
Loved by users for its visual and flexible way to build computer skills, the Illustrated
Series is ideal for learning Microsoft Publisher 2010 for both computer rookies and
hotshots. Each two-page spread focuses on a single skill, making information easy to
follow and absorb. Large, full-color illustrations represent how the screen should look.
Concise text introduces the basic principles of the lesson and integrates a case study
for further application.

An inspirational story of injustice, reinvention and fame. Austria, 1928. A murder
trial sends shockwaves across Europe. An unknown young man named Philippe
Halsman stands unjustly accused of killing his father. Albert Einstein, Sigmund
Freud and Thomas Mann are moved to speak out on his behalf. But as he fights
to prove his innocence, a whole nation turns against him. So begins an
extraordinary journey - from courtroom drama and prison cell to bohemian Paris
at its height and Europe on the eve of war - and an extraordinary act of
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reinvention, involving Salvador Dali and Marilyn Monroe among many of the
greatest artists of the twentieth century. From tragedy and injustice to freedom
and, eventually, to fame, this is the remarkable story of The Jump Artist.
'Compelling.' The Sunday Times 'Brilliantly constructed.' Guardian 'A remarkable
work . . . a triumph of the human spirit over tremendous adversity.' Harper's 'A
tale of passionate commitment.' New Statesman 'Lucid and atmospheric.'
Observer 'Absorbing.' Sunday Telegraph 'Truly beautiful.' The Scotsman
This fantastic overview of points, lines, angles, planes, solids and space figures
is great for middle and high school students. It will help boost math confidence
and test scores.
with a foreword by Robin Milnerand drawings by Duane Bibby Over the past few
years, ML has emerged as one of the most important members of the family of
programming languages. Many professors in the United States and other
countries use ML to teach courses on the principles of programming and on
programming languages. In addition, ML has emerged as a natural language for
software engineering courses because it provides the most sophisticated and
expressive module system currently available.Felleisen and Friedman are well
known for gently introducing readers to difficult ideas. The Little MLer is an
introduction to thinking about programming and the ML programming language.
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The authors introduce those new to programming, as well as those experienced
in other programming languages, to the principles of types, computation, and
program construction. Most important, they help the reader to think recursively
with types about programs.
Create stylized versions of real flowers, whimsical fantasy flowers, and beautiful
floral balls and wreaths—40 designs in all—using cut, folded, and glued paper.
Step-by-step folding instructions are included, with hundreds of color diagrams.
Glossary 4 Chapter 1: Basics of Cardiac Magnetic Resonance and 6 Normal
Views 1. 1 Definition and Physical Basics 6 a. Definition and historical
background 6 b. Physical basics 6 1. 2 Technical Modalities 10 a. Spin echo 12
b. Gradient echo 12 c. Fast gradient echo 13 d. Specialized techniques 13 e.
Techniques under clinical investigation 13 1. 3 Study Methodology: Normal
Anatomy 13 a. Technical equipment 13 b. Medical personnel 13 c. Preparation of
the patient 13 d. Normal MRI anatomy 17 References 17 Chapter 2: Ventricular
Morphology and Function: Study of 26 Cardiomyopathies 2. 1 Morphological
Study of Heart Chambers 26 a. Left ventricle 26 b. Right ventricle 31 2. 2
Ventricular Function 31 a. Left ventricular function 31 b. Right ventricular function
33 2. 3 Cardiomyopathies 33 a. Dilated cardiomyopathy 33 b. Hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy 33 c. Restrictive cardiomyopathy 35 d. Arrhythmogenic dysplasia
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of the right ventricle 35 References 35 (f) Chapter 3: Acquired Diseases of the
Aorta 38 I c 3. 1 Technical Aspects of the Aortic Study by MRI: Imaging the
Normal Aorta 38 3. 2 Aortic Aneurysm 43 3. 3 Aortic Dissection and Related
Entities OJ 43 a. Strategy for the study of aortic dissection by MRI 43 I b.
Differential diagnosis of aortic dissection by MRI 47 References 49 c o U . ;jj
Chapter 4: Study of Valvular Heart Disease 54 4. 1 Introduction 54 4. 2 Velocity
Calculation and Flow Quantitation 54 4.
It's bad enough that Deanna has to waste her summer in France and her only
friend is a mangy black cat, but now she's staring hopelessly into a well, trying to
figure out what in the world to wish for. Before she can make a wish, the cat
scratches her, her watch falls into the well, and then . . . so has she! Except that
now she's in medieval France, the cat is a handsome young man, and her watch
has the power to completely change history. Maybe a quiet summer would have
been nice?
Rocky Lang and Dr. Erick Montero offer up more than 200 firsthand accounts of
emergency room dramas along with bizarre and insightful medical facts and stats
inside Confessions of Emergency Room Doctors. Sample entries include: *
Strange Disease Fact: A melcryptovestimentaphilliac is someone who
compulsively steals ladies underwear. * Dr. Brown, Chicago Hospital, writes: "A
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woman came into the ER, ready to give birth, followed by her husband and about
ten kids. Their last name was King. We took her to the operating room and soon I
came out and announced that he was the proud father of a baby boy--I told him
his wife said that he should name the little one. Mr. King scratched his head and
said, "Gee I just don't know, I've just about used up all the names I can think of."
He glanced up at a sign that read, "No Smoking." "That's it," he says, "I'll name
him Nosmo--Nosmo King."
Next Level 2 & 3 book is available! Book Link: amazon.com/dp/1519327102
Limited Time Discount! (Regular $ 11.99 ) The #1 Unofficial Minecraft Math
Coloring Book! Amazing Minecraft Math Coloring Book: Fun by learning math via
Minecraft Drawings for Kids is a great way to spend your free time. This book will
keep children entertained for hours. It also serves as a fantastic gift for any
occasion. Inside you will find: Drawings of your favorite minecraft characters
Drawings of Minecraft Monsters and Animals Pictures of Minecraft Food Pictures
of Action scenes ... and much, much more! Make these drawings come to life
using your imagination, pencils and markers! Try the second book after this! NOT
OFFICIAL MINECRAFT PRODUCT. NOT APPROVED BY OR ASSOCIATED
WITH MOJANG
This brand-new learning toy puts an innovative spin on the classic "true or false" test format.
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Contained in this wire-O bound book are switches that read "yes" and "no, " which allow
readers to answer the questions by flipping the switch, and then turn the book over to see the
answer key. This title encourages younger readers preparing to enter kindergarten to learn
simple counting concepts. Illustrations. Consumable.
Focusing on technical, policy and social/societal practices and innovations for electrified
transport for personal, public and freight purposes, this book provides a state-of-the-art
overview of developments in e-mobility in Europe and the West Coast of the USA. It serves as
a learning base for further implementing and commercially developing this field for the benefit
of society, the environment and public health, as well as for economic development and private
industry. A fast-growing, interdisciplinary sector, electric mobility links engineering,
infrastructure, environment, transport and sustainable development. But despite the relevance
of the topic, few publications have ever attempted to document or promote the wide range of
electric mobility initiatives and projects taking place today. Addressing this need, this
publication consists of case studies, reports on technological developments and examples of
successful infrastructure installation in cities, which document current initiatives and serve as
an inspiration for others.
What’s at the heart of every thriving person, every thriving marriage, kid, and business? Hope!
The Hope Quotient is a revolutionary new method for measuring—and dramatically
increasing—your level of hope. Hope is more than a feeling; it’s the by-product of seven key
factors. When these are present in your life, they cause hope to thrive. Factor 1: Recharge
Your Batteries Nobody does well running on empty. Factor 2: Raise Your Expectations You
don’t get what you deserve; you get what you expect. Factor 3: Refocus on the Future It’s
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time to throw away your rearview mirror. No one goes forward well when they are looking back.
Factor 4: Play to Your Strengths Be yourself; everyone else is taken. Factor 5: Refuse to Go It
Alone Never underestimate the power of support. Even the Lone Ranger had Tonto. Factor 6:
Replace Burnout with Balance Burning the candle at both ends isn’t as bright as you think.
Factor 7: Play Great Defense Avoid these five toxic hope killers that can threaten your future.
Using seven years of research, powerful biblical illustrations, and compelling human-interest
stories, Ray Johnston explains how these seven essential factors will support, sustain, and
strengthen your hope. And when consciously built into your life, how they will unleash hope in
your marriage, your kids, your career, your church, your community, and the world. Discover
your HQ level, the most important contributor to your overall success, and then learn how to
improve it. Because when hope rises—everything changes. FLAP COPY: Hope: It’s the one
thing that can change everything! When you have hope, eleven things are unleashed in your
life: You have more satisfying relationships. You’re more productive. You’re less affected by
stress. You’re more successful. You’re more satisfied. You’re more compassionate. You’re
more willing to help people in need. You’re physically healthier. You hold yourself to higher
moral and ethical standards. You’re more likely to assume leadership. You’re more likely to
see God as loving, caring, and forgiving. This book will help you discover your HQ level and
learn the seven key factors that, when built into your life, unleash hope. When you have
genuine hope—not trite, pious platitudes but authentic hope that produces inner strength and
confidence—anything is possible.
This beautifully illustrated, compact volume traces the profile of 48 European cities in early
Reformation times. It transports readers across Europe from Spain to Estonia, from Scotland to
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Romania, passing through many fascinating cities in the Reformation heartland of this
continent. With finely drawn historical portraits and abundant pictorial material, the articles by
different scholars also feature the most prominent Reformers who lived and worked in each
city (including six dynamic women). Supplemented by an illustrated map of Europe, local
websites and reading lists, Europa Reformata will serve as a guide for visitors and armchair
travelers alike. By highlighting so many cities and pioneers of the Reformation, it makes a
timely and unique contribution to the 500th anniversary of this groundbreaking movement. Der
prächtige und doch handliche Band zeichnet die reformatorischen Profile von etwa vierzig
europäischen Städten nach. Die Leser werden von Spanien über Zentraleuropa bis Estland
und Finnland geführt, von Schottland und England bis nach Rumänien. Profilierte Texte und
reiches Bildmaterial veranschaulichen das Wirken der berühmtesten Reformatoren – sowie der
fünf Reformatorinnen – und stellen die Städte mit ihren Bauten und Zeugnissen aus der
Reformationszeit vor Augen. Ergänzt durch eine bebilderte Europakarte und die Angabe von
kirchlichen Adressen und Tourismusbüros, eignet sich der Band auch als Reiseführer auf den
Spuren der Reformation in Europa. An diesem perfekten Geschenk zum 500.
Reformationsjubiläum sollte niemand achtlos vorübergehen.
Book 1 of the Atopia Series! In the near future, to escape the crush and clutter of a packed and
polluted Earth, the world s elite flock to Atopia, an enormous corporate-owned artificial island in
the Pacific Ocean. It is there that Dr. Patricia Killiam rushes to perfect the ultimate in virtual
reality: a program to save the ravaged Earth from mankind s insatiable appetite for natural
resources. A strong narrative with several distinct voices propels the listener through this brave
new world, painting a powerful and compelling vision of a society that promises everyone
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salvation with passage to an addictive, escapist alternative reality."
"Falcon MacCallister never thought he'd wear army brass. But Colorado is about to join the
Union--and the would-be state has just made him Lt. Colonel in its Home Guard. Then, before
his military career can take off, Falcon loses one of his men and two deadly new Gatling guns
to a murderous ambush. Falcon is going to get those Gatling guns back--before they kill the
wrong people. Tracing the missing guns to Eastern Montana, Falcon teams up with a scout
named Isiah Dorman. Falcon and Dorman are spearheading a battle against the Sioux--in the
shadow of the disastrous Little Big Horn slaughter. For the two men, survival along the Little
Bighorn is going to mean breaking rules, standing strong, standing together--and holding off a
deadly onslaught with only a few guns against many ..."--Page 4 of cover.
A fascinating exploration of the profound loss of pleasure in our daily lives and the seven steps
for restoring it. Pleasure. We know what it feels like and many of us spend our days trying to
experience it. But can too much pleasure actually be bad for us? Yes, says Dr. Archibald Hart,
clinical psychologist and expert in behavorial psychology. Backed by recent brain-imaging
research, Dr. Hart shares that to some extent, our pursuit of extreme and overstimulating thrills
hijacks our pleasure system and robs us of our ability to experience pleasure in simple things.
We are literally being thrilled to death. In this insightful book, Dr. Hart explores the stark rise in
a phenomenon known as anhedonia, an inability to experience pleasure or happiness.
Previously linked only to serious emotional disorders, anhedonia is now seen as a contributing
factor in depression (specifically nonsadness depression) and in the growing number of people
who complain of profound boredom. This emotional numbness and loss of joy are results of the
overuse of our brain's pleasure circuits. In Thrilled to Death, Dr. Hart explains the processes of
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the brain's pleasure center, the damaging trends of overindulgence and overstimulation, the
signs and problems of anhedonia, and the seven important steps we must take to recover our
wonderful joy in living.
The bestselling, comprehensive reference on Photoshop, fully updated to CS5. Photoshop is
the gold standard for image-editing programs and is used by professional photographers,
graphic designers, and Web designers as well as hobbyists. More than 300,000 copies of this
comprehensive reference have been sold in previous editions; this edition is fully updated to
cover Photoshop CS5’s newest features and includes a 16-page full-color insert. Photoshop is
the industry standard for image-editing software used in both print and digital media, with more
than four million users worldwide This comprehensive guide covers beginning to advanced
techniques, from learning your way around the windows and tools to working with Camera Raw
images Covers retouching, color correcting, manipulating, and combining images; working with
the File Browser, histogram palette, Lens Blur, and the color replacement tool; customizable
keyboard shortcuts; how to create cutting-edge special effects for digital or film-based images,
and much more This revised edition of Photoshop Bible is the reference tool that graphic
designers, photographers, and Web designers will refer to many times over.
Exam 70-417 is an upgrade exam that is a composite of three standalone exams: 70-410,
70-411, and 70-412. Exam 70-417 validates skills related to core features and functionality of
Windows Server 2012 R2, from the existing knowledge base of a Microsoft Certified Systems
Administrator for Windows Server 2008. Mackin helps you prepare for the exam by focusing on
the core technical skills.
This Report reviews the LDCs' recent economic performance and examines how to enhance
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developmental impact of remittances and tap into the knowledge pool of its citizens abroad.
Given the increasing magnitude of remittances in LDCs, the Report explores both the
beneficial as well as possible adverse impacts of this type of private external flow. While
remittances are the most visible effect of migration, there are other forms of Diaspora
engagement within the home country such as Diaspora knowledge networks that can facilitate
technological catch-up in LDCs and therefore enhance development of productive capacities.
Through innovative forms of network-based industrial policy, LDCs could offset some of the
adverse impacts of brain drain on their economies. The Report concludes with a policy review
section containing lessons from international experiences in this area of interest to LDCs.
Today data mining is used in different fields of science. Applications include financial and
banking, market analysis and trade, and private health insurance, education, industrial
processes, in medicine, biology and bioengineering, telecommunications and many other
areas. This book develops the most common techniques used in data mining, such as
predictive models, cluster analysis, association rules, neural networks, decision trees and
others. The content is addressed in a simple and easy to understand through one of the most
common software solutions from existing in the market, in particular, ORACLE.
Azerbaijan Mineral & Mining Sector Investment and Business Guide - Strategic and Practical
Information
Readers loved Rachel's Secret, the first book in BJ Hoff's wildly popular new series, The
Riverhaven Years, and are eagerly awaiting the continuing story of young Amish widow,
Rachel Brenneman, and Irish-American riverboat captain, Jeremiah Gant. In Where Grace
Abides, the compelling second book in the series, Hoff offers her readers an even closer look
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at the Amish community of Riverhaven and the people who live and love and work there.
Secrets, treachery, and persecution are only a few of the challenges that test Rachel's faith
and her love for the forbidden "outsider," while Gant's own hopes and dreams are dealt a lifechanging blow, rendering the vow he made to Rachel seemingly impossible to honor. Many of
the other characters first introduced in Rachel's Secret now find their gentle, unassuming lives
of faith jeopardized by a malicious outside influence. At the same time, those striving to help
runaway slaves escape to freedom through the Underground Railroad face deception and the
danger of discovery. All the elements readers have come to expect from author BJ Hoff
(romance, drama, great characters) join together in Where Grace Abides to fill the pages with a
tender, endearing love story and a bold, inspiring journey of faith.
Presents William Shakespeare's "The Tempest" and includes excerpts from its sources,
eighteen works of criticism by writers ranging from John Dryden to Barbara Fuchs, and
seventeen works based on the play by such authors as Percy Shelley and Ted Hughes.
Jack Stanton, an American businessman, makes a pilgrimage to war-torn Israel in hopes of
rekindling his Christian faith. While traveling with his friend Punjeeh, an ER doctor from
Jerusalem, Jack acquires an ancient scroll written by the Gnostics, a mystical group of early
Christian, and his spiritual quest takes an unexpected turn. With the help of the brilliant Chloe
Eisenberg, a professor of philosophy and religion, Jack and Punjeeh navigate the dangerous
terrain of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict in an attempt to decipher the puzzle of the scroll and
bring the Gnostics' revelations about Jesus to light.
A Sot Zen priest and Dharma successor of Kosho Uchiyama Roshi explores eight of Zen's
most essential and universal liturgical texts and explains how the chants in these works
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support meditation and promote a life of freedom and compassion.

This volume grew out of a conference organized by James Alleman and Paul
Rappoport, conducted on October 10, 2011 in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, in honor
of the work of Lester D. Taylor, whose pioneering work in demand and market
analysis has had profound implications on research across a wide spectrum of
industries. In his Prologue, Eli M. Noam notes that demand analysis in the
information sector must recognize the “public good” characteristics of media
products and networks, while taking into account the effects of interdependent
user behavior; the strong cross-elasticities in a market; as well as the
phenomenon of supply creating its own demand. The second Prologue, by
Timothy Tardiff and Daniel Levy, focuses more specifically on Taylor’s body of
work, in particular its practical applications and usefulness in analyses of, and
practices within, the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector
(known in Europe and elsewhere as the Telecommunications, Media, and
Technology (TMT) sector). The remainder of the book is organized into four
parts: Advances in Theory; Empirical Applications; Evidence-Based Policy
Applications; and a final Conclusion. The book closes with an Appendix by
Sharon Levin and Stanford Levin detailing Taylor’s contributions using
bibliometrics. Not only featuring chapters from distinguished scholars in
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economics, applied sciences, and technology, this volume includes two
contributions directly from Lester Taylor, providing unique insight into economics
from a lifetime in the field. “What a worthy book! Every applied researcher in
communications encounters Lester Taylor’s work. Many empirical exercises in
communications can trace their roots to Taylor’s pioneering research and his
thoughtful leadership. This book assembles an impressive set of contributors and
contributions to honor Taylor. No surprise, the collection extends far and wide
into many of the core topics of communications and media markets. The
emphasis is where it should be–on important and novel research questions
informed by useful data. —Shane Greenstein, Professor of Management and
Strategy, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University “For more
than 40 years, Lester Taylor has been a leader in the application of consumer
modeling, econometric techniques and microeconomic data to understand
residential and business user behavior in telecommunications markets. During
that time, he inspired a cadre of students and colleagues who applied this potent
combination to address critical corporate and regulatory issues arising in the
telecommunications sector. This volume collects the recent product of many of
these same researchers and several other devotees who go beyond empirical
analysis of fixed line service by extending Prof. Taylor’s approach to the next
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wave of services and technologies. These contributions, including two new
papers by Prof. Taylor, offer an opportunity for the next generation to learn from
his work as it grapples with the pressing issues of consumer demand in the
rapidly evolving digital economy.” — Glenn Woroch, Adjunct Professor of
Economics, University of California, Berkeley
The Handbook is an innovative interdisciplinary study of the Chronicles of
England, Scotland and Ireland (1577, 1587), commonly known by the name of its
early author and editor, Raphael Holinshed. It brings together forty articles by
leading specialists in history, literature, religion, and the classics, in the first full
investigation of the significance of this greatest of Elizabethan chronicles.
Holinshed is famed as a principal source forShakespeare's history plays: our
volume shows its importance as evidence of contemporary attitudes to history,
politics and society, and demonstrates the wider influence of the Chronicles on
writers and readers in thegenerations after its publication. The Handbook
explores the making of the two editions; their relationship to medieval and
Renaissance historiography; genres and audiences; history, politics and society;
literary appropriations; and national identity.
This book is a supplement to Principles of Econometrics, 4th Edition by R. Carter
Hill, William E. Griffiths and Guay C. Lim (Wiley, 2011), hereinafter POE4. This
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book is not a substitute for the textbook, nor is it a stand alone computer manual.
It is a companion to the textbook, showing how to perform the examples in the
textbook using Stata Release 11. This book will be useful to students taking
econometrics, as well as their instructors, and others who wish to use Stata for
econometric analysis.
"An added bonus to this handy manual is the inclusion of side tabs to highlight
specific procedural sections for greater ease of use. Johns Hopkins Manual for
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Nursing is an essential reference for all endoscopy
units to facilitate the performance of procedures in an organized, efficient manner
and to help ensure the success of gastrointestinal endoscopy personnel."--BOOK
JACKET.
Whether you’re building a social media site or an internal-use enterprise
application, this hands-on guide shows you the connection between MongoDB
and the business problems it’s designed to solve. You’ll learn how to apply
MongoDB design patterns to several challenging domains, such as ecommerce,
content management, and online gaming. Using Python and JavaScript code
examples, you’ll discover how MongoDB lets you scale your data model while
simplifying the development process. Many businesses launch NoSQL
databases without understanding the techniques for using their features most
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effectively. This book demonstrates the benefits of document embedding,
polymorphic schemas, and other MongoDB patterns for tackling specific big data
use cases, including: Operational intelligence: Perform real-time analytics of
business data Ecommerce: Use MongoDB as a product catalog master or
inventory management system Content management: Learn methods for storing
content nodes, binary assets, and discussions Online advertising networks: Apply
techniques for frequency capping ad impressions, and keyword targeting and
bidding Social networking: Learn how to store a complex social graph, modeled
after Google+ Online gaming: Provide concurrent access to character and world
data for a multiplayer role-playing game
Provides a psychological profile of the self-mutilator, describes the circumstances
under which the problem arises, and suggests possible treatments
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